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(54) IMAGE PROCESSING DEVICE AND METHOD, AND IMAGE DISPLAY DEVICE

(57) An intermediate image generating means (1)
generates a horizontal intermediate image (D1h) and a
vertical intermediate image (D1v) by extracting compo-
nents of an input image (DIN) in a particular frequency
band; an intermediate image processing means (2) gen-
erates a horizontal image (D2Bh) and a vertical image
(D2Bv) by performing non-linear processing (2A) and
high-frequency component generation (2B) ; an interme-

diate image (D2) is obtained by combining these hori-
zontal and vertical images by performing weighted addi-
tion for each pixel and is added (3) to the input image
(DIN) to obtain an enhanced output image (DOUT). Even
if the input image includes a fold-over component on the
high-frequency side or does not include an adequate
high-frequency component, adequate image enhance-
ment processing can be carried out.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to an image processing apparatus and an image processing method that enhance
an input image by, for example, generating and adding high frequency components to an enlarged input image that is
an enlargement of an original image, in order to obtain an output image with high perceived resolution, and to an image
display apparatus using this image processing apparatus and method.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Images are generally reproduced and displayed after image signals representing the image have been subjected
to appropriate image processing.
[0003] In the image processing apparatus disclosed in patent document 1, for example, following multiresolution
decomposition, a desired frequency band is enhanced by specifying an enhancement coefficient for the image in the
desired frequency band according to the image signal in a lower frequency band.

PRIOR ART REFERENCES

PATENT DOCUMENTS

[0004]

Patent document 1: Japanese Patent Application Publication No. H9-44651 (Paragraph No. 0009)

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] In the image processing apparatus in which an appropriate enhancement coefficient is specified for the image
in a desired frequency band of the decomposed multiresolution image, for some input images the enhancement process-
ing is inappropriate or inadequate and output images with proper picture quality cannot be obtained.
[0006] If an image that has been subjected to enlargement processing is input as an input image, for example, part
of the frequency spectrum of the image before the enlargement processing folds over and appears as a fold-over
component on the high-frequency side of the frequency spectrum of the input image. Simply enhancing the high frequency
component is then inappropriate, because the fold-over component is enhanced. If the frequency band is limited so as
to enhance only a frequency band excluding the fold-over component, however, then enhancement of the high-frequency
side of the frequency spectrum must be avoided, and in consequence, the enhancement processing is inadequate.
[0007] If a noise-suppressed image is input as an input image, the high-frequency side of the frequency spectrum has
been eliminated by noise suppression. Attempts to extract the high-frequency component therefore fail, which may make
it impossible to carry out adequate image enhancement processing.
[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide an image processing apparatus and an image processing
method that can enhance an input image adequately even if the image includes a fold-over component on the high-
frequency side of its frequency spectrum or does not include an adequate high-frequency component.

MEANS OF SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEMS

[0009] The image processing apparatus of the invention includes:

an intermediate image generating means for generating a first horizontal intermediate image by extracting a horizontal
component in a particular frequency band in an input image and a first vertical intermediate image by extracting a
vertical component in a particular frequency band in the input image;
an intermediate image processing means for generating a second intermediate image from the first horizontal
intermediate image and the first vertical intermediate image; and
a first adding means for adding the input image and the second intermediate image; wherein
the intermediate processing means includes
a horizontal non-linear processing means with processing content that varies from pixel to pixel in the first horizontal
intermediate image, and
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a vertical non-linear processing means with processing content that varies from pixel to pixel in the first vertical
intermediate image; and wherein
the intermediate image processing means has
a second adding means for adding
the first horizontal intermediate image,
the first vertical intermediate image,
a second horizontal intermediate image obtained by processing an output of the horizontal non-linear processing
means, and
a second vertical intermediate image obtained by processing an output of the vertical non-linear processing means,
and
outputting a resulting sum as the second intermediate image; and wherein
the second adding means comprises at least one of
a first horizontal-vertical combining means for combining the first horizontal intermediate image and the first vertical
intermediate image by taking a weighted sum thereof, and
a second horizontal-vertical combining means for combining the second horizontal intermediate image and the
second vertical intermediate image by taking a weighted sum thereof.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[0010] According to the present invention,
adequate image enhancement processing can be carried out, while preventing the occurrence of overshoot, even if the
frequency spectrum of the input image includes a fold-over component on the high-frequency side, or does not include
adequate high-frequency components. It is also possible to prevent enhancement processing artifacts that depend on
the directions of edges included in the input image, without increasing the circuit size.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of an image processing apparatus according to a first embodiment
of the invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary structure of the horizontal non-linear processing means 2Ah in
FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary structure of the vertical non-linear processing means 2Av in FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary structure of the adding means 2C in FIG. 1.
FIGs. 5(A) and 5(B) are line graphs illustrating relationships between differences (dH - dV) between absolute values
in images D1h and D1v and weighting coefficients D512h and D512v.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary structure of an image display apparatus utilizing the image
processing apparatus according to the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary structure of the image enlarging means U1 in FIG. 6.
FIGs. 8(A) to 8(E) are pixel arrangement diagrams illustrating the operation of the image enlarging means U1 in FIG. 6.
FIGs. 9(A) to 9(D) are diagrams showing frequency spectra and a frequency response to illustrate the operation of
the image enlarging means U1 in FIG. 6.
FIGs. 10(A) to 10(E) are diagrams showing frequency spectra and frequency responses to illustrate the operation
of the intermediate image generating means 1 in FIG. 1.
FIGs. 11(A) to 11(C) are diagrams showing frequency spectra and a frequency response to illustrate the operation
of the intermediate image processing means 2 in FIG. 1.
FIGs. 12(A) to 12(C) are diagrams illustrating a step edge and indicating values of consecutive pixel signals obtained
when the step edge is sampled at a sampling interval S1.
FIGs. 13(A) to 13(C) are diagrams illustrating a step edge and indicating values of consecutive pixel signals obtained
when the step edge is sampled at a sampling interval S2.
FIGs. 14(A) to 14(F) are diagrams indicating values of consecutive pixel signals to illustrate the operation of the
intermediate image generating means 1 and intermediate image processing means 2 in FIG. 1.
FIG. 15(A) is a diagram showing a horizontal edge; FIGs. 15(B) to 15(E) are diagrams indicating image signals
obtained when the edge direction is horizontal as in FIG. 15(A).
FIG. 16(A) is a diagram showing a diagonal edge; FIGs. 16(B) to 16(E) are diagrams indicating image signals
obtained when the edge direction is diagonal as in FIG. 16(A).
FIG. 17(A) is a diagram showing a vertical edge; FIGs. 17(B) to 17(E) are diagrams indicating image signals obtained
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when the edge direction is vertical as in FIG. 17(A).
FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary structure of the adding means 2C utilized in an image processing
apparatus according to a second embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 19 is a flowchart illustrating processing steps in an image processing method according to a third embodiment
of the invention.
FIG. 20 is a flowchart illustrating processing in the intermediate image generating step ST1 in FIG. 19.
FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating processing in the intermediate image processing step ST2 in FIG. 19.
FIG. 22 is a flowchart illustrating processing in the horizontal non-linear processing step ST2Ah in FIG. 21.
FIG. 23 is a flowchart illustrating processing in the vertical non-linear processing step ST2Av in FIG. 21.
FIG. 24 is a flowchart illustrating processing in the adding step ST2C in FIG. 19.
FIG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating processing in the adding step ST2C in a fourth embodiment of the invention.

MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

First Embodiment

[0012] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary structure of an image processing apparatus according to the first
embodiment of the invention; the illustrated image processing apparatus can be utilized as, for example, part of an image
display apparatus.
[0013] The illustrated image processing apparatus includes an intermediate image generating means 1, an interme-
diate image processing means 2, and an adding means 3.
The intermediate image generating means 1 generates an intermediate image D1 (the first intermediate image) by
extracting components in a particular frequency band (components from a first frequency (a first predetermined frequency)
to a second frequency (a second predetermined frequency)) from an input image DIN.
The intermediate image processing means 2 generates an intermediate image D2 (the second intermediate image) by
carrying out certain processing, which will be described later, on intermediate image D1.
The adding means 3 adds the input image DIN and intermediate image D2. The image obtained as the resulting sum
by the adding means 3 is output as an output image DOUT.
[0014] The intermediate image generating means 1 includes a high-frequency component image generating means
1A for generating an image D1A by extracting only the high frequency component above the first frequency from the
input image DIN and a low-frequency component image generating means 1B for generating an image B1B by extracting
only the low-frequency component below the second frequency from image D1A. The second frequency is higher than
the first frequency and the high-frequency component image generating means 1A and the low-frequency component
image generating means 1B form a band-pass filter means for extracting the component in a particular frequency band.
Image D1B is output from the intermediate image generating means 1 as intermediate image D1.
[0015] The intermediate image processing means 2 includes a non-linear processing means 2A for outputting an
image D2A obtained by performing non-linear processing, which will be described later, on intermediate image D1, a
high-frequency component image generating means 2B for outputting an image D2B obtained by extracting only the
high-frequency component above a third frequency (the third predetermined frequency) from image D2A, and an adding
means 2C for outputting an image D2C obtained by adding intermediate image D1 and image D2B. Image D2C is output
from the intermediate image processing means 2 as intermediate image D2.
[0016] The operation of the image processing apparatus in the first embodiment of the invention will be described in
detail below.
First the detailed operation of the intermediate image generating means 1 will be described.
In the intermediate image generating means 1, the high-frequency component image generating means 1A generates
image D1A by extracting only the high-frequency component of the input image DIN above the first frequency. The high-
frequency component can be extracted by performing high-pass filter processing. The high-frequency component is
extracted in the horizontal direction and vertical direction separately. The high-frequency component image generating
means 1A includes a horizontal high-frequency component image generating means 1Ah for generating an image D1Ah
by performing horizontal high-pass filter processing on the input image DIN to extract only a horizontal high-frequency
component above a first horizontal frequency and a vertical high-frequency component image generating means 1Av
for generating an image D1Av by performing vertical high-pass filter processing to extract a vertical high-frequency
component above a first vertical frequency; image D1A includes image D1Ah and image D1Av.
[0017] The signals of the plurality of pixels forming the input image DIN are supplied sequentially, proceeding through
a plurality of horizontal lines (rows) from top to bottom, and proceeding from left to right through the plurality of pixels in
each horizontal line; on the input side of the vertical high-frequency component image generating means 1Av there is
a reordering means (not shown) for cumulatively storing the signals of a plurality of mutually adjacent lines in the input
image and supplying pixel signals centered on the pixel to be processed, from a plurality of lines thereabove to a plurality
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of lines therebelow, in vertical order from top to bottom.
[0018] Next, in the intermediate image generating means 1, the low-frequency component image generating means
1B generates an image D1B by extracting only the low-frequency component of image D1A below the second frequency.
The low-frequency component can be extracted by performing low-pass filter processing. The low-frequency component
is extracted in the horizontal direction and the vertical direction separately. The low-frequency component image gen-
erating means 1B includes a horizontal low-frequency component image generating means 1Bh for generating an image
D1Bh by performing horizontal low-pass filter processing on image D1Ah to extract a horizontal low-frequency component
below a second horizontal frequency and a vertical low-frequency component image generating means 1Bv for generating
an image D1Bv by performing vertical low-pass filter processing on image D1Av to extract a vertical low-frequency
component below a second vertical frequency; image D1B includes image D1Bh and image D1Bv. Image D1B is output
from the intermediate image generating means 1 as intermediate image D1. Intermediate image D1 includes an image
D1h (a first horizontal intermediate image) corresponding to image D1Bh and an image D1v (a first vertical intermediate
image) corresponding to image D1Bv.
[0019] Next the detailed operation of the intermediate image processing means 2 will be described.
In the intermediate image processing means 2, the non-linear processing means 2A generates image D2A by performing
non-linear processing, which will be described later, on intermediate image D1. The non-linear processing is performed
in the horizontal direction and vertical direction separately. The non-linear processing means 2A includes a horizontal
non-linear processing means 2Ah for generating an image D2Ah by performing non-linear processing, which will be
described later, on image D1h, and a vertical non-linear processing means 2Av for generating an image D2Av by
performing non-linear processing, which will be described later, on image D1v; image D2A includes image D2Ah and
image D2Av.
[0020] The operation of the non-linear processing means 2A will now be described in further detail. The horizontal
non-linear processing means 2Ah and the vertical non-linear processing means 2Av included in the non-linear processing
means 2A have the same structure. The horizontal non-linear processing means 2Ah performs processing in the horizontal
direction, and the vertical non-linear processing means 2Av performs processing in the vertical direction.
[0021] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary structure of the horizontal non-linear processing means 2Ah. The
illustrated horizontal non-linear processing means 2Ah includes a zero-crossing decision means 311h and a signal
amplifying means 312h. The horizontal non-linear processing means 2Ah receives image D1h as an input image DIN311h.
[0022] The zero-crossing decision means 311h checks the pixel values in the input image DIN311h for changes in
the horizontal direction. A point where the pixel value changes from positive to negative or from negative to positive is
identified as a zero-crossing point, and the positions of the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing point (the
adjacently preceding and following pixels) are reported to the signal amplifying means 312h by a signal D311h. Preceding
and following herein means the preceding and following positions in the sequence in which signals are supplied: the
positions to the left and right when the pixel signals are supplied from left to right in the horizontal direction, or the
positions above and below when the pixel signals are supplied from top to bottom in the vertical direction. The zero-
crossing decision means 311h in the horizontal non-linear processing means 2Ah recognizes the pixels to the left and
right of the zero-crossing point as the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing point.
[0023] The signal amplifying means 312h identifies the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing point (the
adjacently preceding and following pixels) in accordance with signal D311h and generates a non-linear image D312h
by amplifying the pixel values (increasing the absolute values) of only the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing
point. The amplification factor for the pixel values of the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing point is a value
greater than 1; the amplification factor for the pixel values of other pixels is 1.
The non-linear image D312h is output from the horizontal non-linear processing means 2Ah as image D2Ah.
[0024] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary structure of the vertical non-linear processing means 2Av. The
illustrated vertical non-linear processing means 2Av includes a zero-crossing decision means 311v and a signal amplifying
means 312v. Image D1v is input to the vertical non-linear processing means 2Av as an input image DIN311v.
[0025] The zero-crossing decision means 311v checks the pixel values in the input image DIN311v for changes in the
vertical direction. A point where the pixel value changes from positive to negative or from negative to positive is identified
as a zero-crossing point, and the positions of the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing point (the adjacently
preceding and following pixels) are reported to the signal amplifying means 312v by a signal D311v. The zero-crossing
decision means 311v in the vertical non-linear processing means 2Av recognizes the pixels above and below the zero-
crossing point as the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing point.
[0026] The signal amplifying means 312v identifies the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing point (the
adjacently preceding and following pixels) from signal D311v and generates a non-linear image D312v by amplifying
only the pixel values (increasing the absolute values) of the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing point. The
amplification factor for the pixel values of the pixels preceding and following the zero-crossing point is a value greater
than 1, and the amplification factor for the pixel values of other pixels is 1.
The non-linear processing means 2A operates as described above.
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[0027] Next, in the intermediate image processing means 2, the high-frequency component image generating means
2B generates image D2B by extracting only the high-frequency component of image D2A above the third frequency.
The high-frequency component can be extracted by performing high-pass filter processing. The high-frequency compo-
nent of the image is extracted in the horizontal direction and the vertical direction separately. The high-frequency com-
ponent image generating means 2B includes a horizontal high-frequency component image generating means 2Bh for
generating an image D2Bh by performing horizontal high-pass filter processing on image D2Ah to extract a horizontal
high-frequency component above a third horizontal frequency and a vertical high-frequency component image generating
means 2Bv for generating an image D2Bv by performing vertical high-pass filter processing on image D2Av to extract
a vertical high-frequency component above a third vertical frequency; image D2B includes image D2Bh and image D2Bv.
Image D2B is output from the intermediate image processing means 2 as intermediate image D2. Intermediate image
D2 includes an image D2h corresponding to image D2Bh and an image D2v corresponding to image D2Bv.
[0028] Next, adding means 2C adds intermediate image D1 and image D2B to generate image D2C. Intermediate
image D1 includes image D1h and image D1v and intermediate image D2B includes image D2Bh and image D2Bv, so
to add intermediate image D1 and image D2B means to add all the above images D1h D1v D2Bh, and D2Bv. The
operation of adding means 2C will be described in detail below.
What adding means 2C adds are the values of the same pixel in images D1h, D1v, D2Bh, and D2Bv; if there are
differences in the time required for these images to be processed in the interval from the provision of the input image
DIN up to their input to adding means 2C (if there is a difference between the time required for horizontal processing
and vertical processing, etc.), a delay means or the like (not shown) is provided on the input side of adding means 2C
for timing alignment.
[0029] FIG. 4 is a drawing illustrating an exemplary structure of adding means 2C. The illustrated adding means 2C
includes a weighting coefficient generating means 401, a horizontal-vertical combining means 411, and horizontal-
vertical combining means 412.
From image D1h and image D1v the weighting coefficient generating means 401 determines a weighting coefficient
D512h for the horizontal component and a weighting coefficient D512v for the vertical component by an operation that
will be described later. The sum of weighting coefficient D512h and weighting coefficient D512v is always constant, for
example, ‘1’.
Horizontal-vertical combining means 411 calculates a weighted sum of image D1h and image D1v according to the
weighting coefficients D512h and D512v obtained by the weighting coefficient generating means 401 and outputs an
image D1hv in which the horizontal component and vertical component are combined.
Horizontal-vertical combining means 412 similarly calculates a weighted sum of image D2Bh and image D2Bv according
to the weighting coefficients D512h and D512v obtained by the weighting coefficient generating means 401 and outputs
an image D2Bhv in which the horizontal component and vertical component are combined.
An intermediate image adding means 42 adds image D1hv and image D2Bhv and outputs image D2C.
[0030] The operation of the weighting coefficient generating means 401 will now be described in further detail. The
weighting coefficient generating means 401 includes an edge direction estimating means 511 and a weighting coefficient
determining means 512.
From the two signals of image D1h and image D1v, the edge direction estimating means 511 calculates an edge direction
estimation quantity D511 as a quantity corresponding to an edge direction (angle). If absolute values in image D1h are
denoted dH and absolute values in image D1v are denoted dV, for example, the differences (dH - dV) between the two
values are output as the edge direction estimation quantity D511.
[0031] From the edge direction estimation quantity D511, the weighting coefficient determining means 512 determines
the weighting coefficient D512h for the horizontal component and the weighting coefficient D512v for the vertical com-
ponent. FIGs. 5(A) and 5(B) are diagrams illustrating an exemplary method of determining the weighting coefficients
D512h and D512v corresponding to the above difference (dH - dV). In the examples shown in FIGs. 5(A) and 5(B),
weighting coefficient D512h is calculated as: 

and weighting coefficient D512v is calculated as:

where Kα is a positive constant representing the slope of the lines in FIGs. 5(A) and 5(B) (accordingly, the ratio of the
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change in D512h and D512v to the increase in (dH - dV)); if the results of the above calculations are less than ’0’, they
are set to ’0’, and if they are greater than ’1’, they are set to ’1’.
The weighting coefficient generating means 401 operates as described above.
[0032] The horizontal-vertical combining means 411 includes a first multiplying means 411a and a second multiplying
means 411b. In the horizontal-vertical combining means 411, the first multiplying means 411a multiplies image D1h by
weighting coefficient D512h, and the second multiplying means 411b multiplies image D1v by weighting coefficient
D512v. An adding means 411c adds these products and outputs image D1hv
[0033] The horizontal-vertical combining means 412 includes a first multiplying means 412a and a second multiplying
means 412b. In the horizontal-vertical combining means 412, the first multiplying means 412a multiplies image D2Bh
by weighting coefficient D512h, and the second multiplying means 412b multiplies image D2Bv by weighting coefficient
D512v. An adding means 412c adds these products and outputs image D2Bhv.
[0034] The weighting coefficients D512h and D512v are calculated for each pixel in images D1h and D1v, which
means that the mixing ratio of the horizontal and vertical components in the output image D2C from the b2C is varied
depending on the pixel position. The effect by performing this weighting will be described later.
[0035] Next, the intermediate image adding means 42 adds image D1hv and image D2Bhv and outputs image D2C.
The adding process in the intermediate image adding means 42 may be weighted addition instead of simple addition.
That is, image D1hv and image D2Bhv may be amplified by mutually differing amplification factors and then added.
Adding means 2C operates as described above.
[0036] Finally, the operation of adding means 3 will be described. Adding means 3 generates the output image DOUT
by adding the input image DIN and intermediate image D2. The output image DOUT is output as the final output image
from the image processing apparatus.
What adding means 3 adds are the values of the same pixel in the input image DIN and intermediate image D2; if there
is a difference in the time required for these images to be processed in the interval from the provision of the input image
DIN up to their input to adding means 3, a delay means or the like (not shown) is provided on the input side of adding
means 3 for timing alignment.
[0037] An example in which the image processing apparatus in this embodiment is utilized as part of an image display
apparatus will be described below. The description will clarify the effects of the image processing apparatus in this
embodiment. Unless otherwise specified, Fn will denote the Nyquist frequency of the input image DIN.
[0038] FIG. 6 illustrates an image display apparatus utilizing the image processing apparatus according to the invention;
in the illustrated image display apparatus, an image corresponding to the original image DORG is displayed on a monitor
U3.
[0039] If the image size of the original image DORG is smaller than the image size of the monitor U3, the image
enlarging means U1 outputs an image DU1 obtained by enlarging the original image DORG. The image can be enlarged
by the bicubic method, for example.
[0040] The image processing apparatus U2 of this invention outputs an image DU2 obtained by performing the process-
ing described above on image DU1. Image DU2 is displayed on the monitor U8.
[0041] The operation and effects of the image enlarging means U1 will be described below on the assumption that
the number of pixels in the original image DORG is half of the number of pixels in the monitor U3 in both the horizontal
and vertical directions.
[0042] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating the structure and operation of the image enlarging means U1. The image
enlarging means U1 includes a horizontal zero insertion means U1A, a horizontal low-frequency component passing
means U1B, a vertical zero insertion means U1C, and a vertical low-frequency component passing means U1D.
The horizontal zero insertion means U1A generates an image DU1A by appropriately inserting pixels having a pixel
value of 0 into the original image DORG in the horizontal direction (inserting a column of pixels having pixel values of 0
between each horizontally adjacent pair of pixel columns in the original image DORG).
The horizontal low-frequency component passing means U1B generates an image DU1B by performing low-pass filter
processing to extract only a low-frequency component from image DU1A.
The vertical zero insertion means U1C generates an image DU1C by appropriately inserting pixels having a pixel value
of 0 into image DU1B in the vertical direction (inserting a row of pixels having pixel values of 0 between each vertically
adjacent pair of pixel rows in image DU1B).
The vertical low-frequency component passing means U1D generates an image DU1D by extracting only a low-frequency
component from image DU1C.
Image DU1D, which is output from the image enlarging means U1 as image DU1, is an enlargement of the original image
DORG by a factor of two in both the horizontal direction and the vertical direction.
[0043] FIGs. 8(A) to 8(E) are diagrams illustrating the operation of the image enlarging means U1 in detail: FIG. 8(A)
shows the original image DORG; FIG. 8(B) shows image DU1A; FIG. 8(C) shows image DU1B; FIG. 8(D) shows image
DU1C; FIG. 8(E) shows image DU1D. In FIGs. 8(A) to 8(E), each box represents a pixel, and the characters or numbers
in the box represent the pixel value of the corresponding pixel.
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[0044] The horizontal zero insertion means U1A generates the image DU1A shown in FIG. 8(B) by inserting a pixel
having a pixel value of 0 for each pixel in the original image DORG shown in FIG. 8(A) in the horizontal direction (inserting
a column of pixels having pixel values of 0 between each horizontally adjacent pair of pixel columns in the original image
DORG). The horizontal low-frequency component passing means U1B generates the image DU1B shown in FIG. 8(C)
by performing low-pass filter processing on the image DU1A shown in FIG. 8(B).
The vertical zero insertion means U1C generates the image DU1C shown in FIG. 8(D) by inserting a pixel having a pixel
value of 0 for each pixel in image DU1B shown in FIG. 8(C) in the vertical direction (inserting a row of pixels having pixel
values of 0 between each vertically adjacent pair of pixel rows in image DU1B). The vertical low-frequency component
passing means U1D generates the image DU1D shown in FIG. 8(E) by performing low-pass filter processing on the
image DU1C shown in FIG. 8(D). The image DU1D generated by this processing is twice as large as the original image
DORG in both the horizontal and vertical directions.
[0045] FIGs. 9(A) to 9(D) represent the effect of processing by the image enlarging means U1 in the frequency domain:
FIG. 9(A) represents the frequency spectrum of the original image DORG; FIG. 9(B) represents the frequency spectrum
of image DU1A; FIG. 9(C) represents the frequency response of the horizontal low-frequency component passing means
U1B; FIG. 9(D) represents the frequency spectrum of image DU1B. In FIGs. 9(A) to 9(D), the horizontal axis is a frequency
axis representing spatial frequency in the horizontal direction, and the vertical axis represents the intensity value of the
frequency spectrum or frequency response.
The number of pixels in the original image DORG is half the number of pixels in the input image DIN; in other words,
the sampling interval of the original image DORG is twice the sampling interval of the input image DIN. Consequently,
the Nyquist frequency of the original image DORG is half the Nyquist frequency of the input image DIN, i.e., Fn/2.
[0046] For the sake of simplicity, a single frequency axis is used in FIGs. 9(A) to 9(D). Image data in general, however,
assign pixel values to pixels arranged in a two-dimensional array, and their frequency spectra are described in a plane
determined by a horizontal frequency axis and a vertical frequency axis. Accordingly, both the horizontal frequency axis
and the vertical frequency axis should be indicated to represent the frequency spectra of images such as DORG accu-
rately. Since frequency spectra are generally isotropic about the origin of the frequency axes, if a frequency spectrum
is given in a space with a single frequency axis, those skilled in the art can easily imagine how the frequency spectrum
appears in a space with two frequency axes. Therefore, unless otherwise specified, spaces with a single frequency axis
will be used in the descriptions related to the frequency domain.
[0047] First the frequency spectrum of the original image DORG will be described. The image input as the original
image DORG is generally a natural image, in which case its spectral intensity is concentrated around the origin of the
frequency space. The frequency spectrum of the original image DORG accordingly resembles spectrum SPO in FIG. 9(A).
[0048] Next the spectral intensity of image DU1A will be described. Image DU1A is generated by inserting a pixel
having a pixel value of 0 for each pixel in the original image DORG in the horizontal direction. This processing causes
the frequency spectrum to fold over at the Nyquist frequency of the original image DORG. Because a spectrum SPM is
generated by fold-over of the spectrum SPO at frequencies of �Fn/2, the frequency spectrum of image DU1A is repre-
sented as shown in FIG. 9(B).
[0049] Next the frequency response of the horizontal low-frequency component passing means U1B will be described.
The horizontal low-frequency component passing means is implemented by a low-pass filter, and its frequency response
decreases as the frequency increases, as shown in FIG. 9(C).
[0050] Finally, the frequency spectrum of image DU1B will be described. The image DU1B shown in FIG. 9(D) is
obtained by performing low-pass filter processing, with the frequency response shown in FIG. 9(C), on the image DU1A
having the frequency spectrum shown in FIG. 9(B). Accordingly, as shown, the frequency spectrum of image DU1B
includes a spectrum SP2 having a somewhat lower intensity than spectrum SPM and a spectrum SP1 having a somewhat
lower intensity than spectrum SPO. The frequency response of a low-pass filter generally decreases as the frequency
increases. In comparison with spectrum SPO, spectrum SP1 has an intensity lowered by the horizontal low-frequency
component passing means U1B on the high-frequency side, at frequencies near �Fn/2.
[0051] Among the processing by the image enlarging means U1, the effects in the frequency domain of the processing
performed by the vertical zero insertion means U1C and the vertical low-frequency component passing means U1D will
not be described, but from the content of the processing it can be easily understood that the effects are the same as
described with reference to FIGs. 9(A) to 9(D), though in the direction of the vertical spatial frequency axis. The frequency
spectrum of image DU1D becomes a two-dimensional expansion of the frequency spectrum shown in FIG. 9(D).
[0052] In the subsequent description, spectrum SP2 will be referred to as the fold-over component. The fold-over
component appears on an image as a spurious signal or noise having relatively high frequency components. This type
of noise or spurious signal includes overshoot, jaggies, ringing, and the like.
[0053] The effects of the image processing apparatus according to the invention will now be described.
FIGs. 10(A) to 10(E) are diagrams schematically representing the effect of generating intermediate image D1 from the
input image DIN when an image DU1D obtained by enlarging the original image DORG is input as the input image DIN
(or image DU1): FIG. 10(A) represents the frequency spectrum of the input image DIN; FIG. 10(B) represents the
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frequency response of the high-frequency component image generating means 1A; FIG. 10(C) represents the frequency
response of the low-frequency component image generating means 1B; FIG. 10(D) represents the frequency response
of the intermediate image generating means 1; FIG. 10(E) represents the frequency spectrum of intermediate image
D1. FIGs. 10(A) to 10(E) use just a single frequency axis for the same reason as in FIGs. 9(A) to 9(D).
[0054] In FIGs. 10(A) to 10(E), the intensity value of the frequency spectrum or frequency response is shown only in
the range where the spatial frequency is zero or greater, but the frequency spectrum or frequency response described
below is symmetrical about the origin on the frequency axis. Therefore, the diagrams used in the description, showing
only the range in which the spatial frequency is zero or greater, are sufficient.
[0055] First the frequency spectrum of the input image DIN will be described. Because an image DU1D generated by
enlargement processing in the image enlarging means U1 is input as the input image DIN, the frequency spectrum of
the input image DIN, shown in FIG. 10(A), has the same shape as shown in FIG. 9(D), including a spectrum SP1 which
has a lower intensity than the spectrum SPO of the original image DORG and a spectrum SP2, which is a fold-over
component.
[0056] Next the frequency response of the high-frequency component image generating means 1A will be described.
Since the high-frequency component image generating means 1A is implemented by a high-pass filter, its frequency
response decreases as the frequency decreases, as shown in FIG. 10(B).
[0057] Next the frequency response of the low-frequency component image generating means 1B will be described.
Since the low-frequency component image generating means 1B is implemented by a low-pass filter, its frequency
response decreases as the frequency increases, as shown in FIG. 10(C).
[0058] Next the frequency response of the intermediate image generating means 1 will be described. Among the
frequency components of the input image DIN, the frequency components in a low-frequency region RL1 (the frequency
band lower than the first frequency FL1) shown in FIG. 10(D) are weakened by the high-frequency component image
generating means 1A in the intermediate image generating means 1. The frequency components in a high-frequency
region RH1 (the frequency band higher than the second frequency FL2) shown in FIG. 10(D) are weakened by the low-
frequency component image generating means 1B in the intermediate image generating means 1. Therefore, as shown
in FIG. 10(D), the frequency response of the intermediate image generating means 1 has a peak in an intermediate
region (a particular frequency band) RM1 limited by the low-frequency region RL1 and the high-frequency region RH1.
[0059] Next the frequency spectrum of intermediate image D1 will be described. The intermediate image D1 shown
in FIG. 10(E) is obtained by passing the input image DIN having the frequency spectrum shown in FIG. 10(A) through
the intermediate image generating means 1 having the frequency response shown in FIG. 10(D). Since the frequency
response of the intermediate image generating means 1 peaks in the intermediate region RM1 limited by the low-
frequency region RL1 and the high-frequency region RH1, the frequency spectrum of intermediate image D1 is the
frequency spectrum of the input image DIN with attenuation of the parts included in the low-frequency region RL1 and
high-frequency region RH1. Therefore, spectrum SP2, which would become a fold-over component, is removed from
the high-frequency component of input image DIN in intermediate image D1. In other words, the intermediate image
generating means 1 has the effect of generating intermediate image D1 by removing spectrum SP1, which becomes a
fold-over component, from the high-frequency component of the input image DIN.
[0060] FIGs. 11(A) to 11(C) are diagrams representing the effect of the intermediate image processing means 2: FIG.
11(A) represents the frequency spectrum of the non-linearly processed image D2A; FIG. 11(B) represents the frequency
response of the high-frequency component image generating means 2B; FIG. 11(C) represents the frequency spectrum
of image D2B. FIGs. 11(A) to 11(C) represent the frequency spectra and frequency response only in regions where the
spatial frequency is 0 or greater, for the same reason as in FIGs. 10(A) to 10(E).
[0061] A high-frequency component corresponding to the high-frequency region RH2 is generated in non-linearly
processed image D2A, as described later. FIG. 11(A) expresses this schematically. The image D2B shown in FIG. 11
(C) is generated by passing the non-linearly processed image D2A through the high-frequency component image gen-
erating means 2B. The high-frequency component image generating means 2B includes a high-pass filter that passes
components higher than the third frequency FL3, and its frequency response increases as the frequency increases as
shown in FIG. 11(B). Accordingly, the frequency spectrum of image D2B is obtained by removing a component corre-
sponding to the low-frequency region RL2 (the frequency component lower than the third frequency FL3) from the
frequency spectrum of the non-linearly processed image D2A, as shown in FIG. 11(C). In other words, the non-linear
processing means 2A has the effect of generating a high-frequency component corresponding to the high-frequency
region RH2, and the high-frequency component image generating means 2B has the effect of extracting only the high-
frequency component generated by the non-linear processing means 2A. In the illustrated example, the third frequency
FL3 is substantially equal to Fn/2.
[0062] The effects will now be described in further detail.
FIGs. 12(A) to 12(C) and FIGs. 13(A) to 13(C) are diagrams illustrating signals obtained when a step edge is sampled.
FIG. 12(A) shows a step edge and a sampling interval S1; FIG. 12(B) shows the signal obtained when the step edge is
sampled at sampling interval S1; FIG. 12(C) shows the high-frequency component of the signal shown in FIG. 12(B).
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FIG. 13(A) shows a step edge and a sampling interval S2, which is longer than sampling interval S1; FIG. 13(B) shows
the signal obtained when the step edge is sampled at sampling interval S2; FIG. 13(C) shows the high-frequency
component of the signal shown in FIG. 13(B). In the description below, the length of sampling interval S2 is half the
length of sampling interval S1 .
[0063]  As shown in FIGs. 12(C) and 13(C), the center of the step edge appears as a zero-crossing point Z in the
signal representing the high-frequency component. The slope of the signal representing the high-frequency component
near the zero-crossing point Z increases as the length of the sampling interval decreases, and the positions of the points
that give the local maximum and local minimum values near the zero-crossing point Z approach the zero-crossing point
Z as the length of the sampling interval decreases.
[0064] That is, a change in sampling interval does not change the position of the zero-crossing point in the signal
representing the high-frequency component near the edge, but as the sampling interval decreases (or the resolution
increases), the slope of the high-frequency component near the edge increases, and the position of the points that give
the local maximum and minimum values approach the zero-crossing point.
[0065] FIGs. 14(A) to 14(F) are diagrams illustrating effects when the signal obtained by sampling the step edge at
sampling interval S2 is enlarged to twice its size and then input to the image processing apparatus in this invention, and
more specifically the effects of the intermediate image generating means 1 and intermediate image processing means
2. As described earlier, the processing in the intermediate image generating means 1 and intermediate image processing
means 2 is performed in the horizontal direction and the vertical direction separately, and the processing is carried out
one-dimensionally. Accordingly, in FIGs. 14(A) to 14(F), the content of the processing is represented by using a one-
dimensional signal.
[0066] Like FIG. 13(B), FIG. 14(A) shows the signal obtained when the step edge is sampled at sampling interval S2.
FIG. 14(B) shows a signal obtained by enlarging the signal shown in FIG. 14(A) to twice its size. That is, if the original
image DORG contains an edge as shown in FIG. 14(A), a signal as shown in FIG. 14(B) is input as the input image DIN.
When the signal is enlarged to twice its size, the sampling interval becomes half of what it was before the enlargement.
The sampling interval of the signal shown in FIG. 14(B) is therefore the same as sampling interval S1 in FIGs. 12(A) to
12(C). In FIG. 14(A), the position denoted by coordinate P3 is on the boundary of the low luminance region (low level
side) of the edge signal, and the position denoted by coordinate P4 is on the boundary of the high luminance region
(high level side) of the edge signal.
[0067] FIG. 14(C) shows a signal representing the high-frequency component of the signal shown in FIG. 14(B), that
is, a signal corresponding to the image D1A output from the high-frequency component image generating means 1A.
Since image D1A is obtained by extracting the high-frequency component in the input image DIN, it also includes a fold-
over component.
[0068] FIG. 14(D) shows a signal representing the low-frequency component of the signal shown in FIG. 14(C), that
is, a signal corresponding to the image D1B output from the low-frequency component image generating means 1B.
Since, as described earlier, image D1B is output as intermediate image D1, FIG. 14(D) also corresponds to intermediate
image D1. In the vicinity of the zero-crossing point Z in intermediate image D1, a local minimum value appears at
coordinate P3, and a local maximum value appears at coordinate P4, as shown in FIG. 14(D), matching the form of the
high-frequency component extracted from the signal obtained by sampling the step edge at sampling interval S2 as
shown in FIG. 13(C). The fold-over component is removed from image D1A by the low-pass filtering process performed
by the low-frequency component image generating means 1B.
[0069] FIG. 14(E) shows the signal output when the signal shown in FIG. 14(D) is input to the non-linear processing
means 2A, that is, it illustrates the image D2A output from the non-linear processing means 2A when intermediate image
D1 is input. In the non-linear processing means 2A, the signal values at the coordinates P1 and P2 preceding and
following (adjacently preceding and following) the zero-crossing point are amplified. Therefore, the magnitudes of the
signal values at coordinates P1 and P2 in image D2A become greater than the other values, as shown in FIG. 14(E);
the position where the local minimum value appears near the zero-crossing point Z changes from coordinate P3 to
coordinate P1, which is closer to the zero-crossing point Z; and the position where the local maximum value appears
changes from coordinate P4 to coordinate P2, which is closer to the zero-crossing point Z. This means that the high-
frequency component is generated by a non-linear process that amplifies the values of the pixels preceding and following
the zero-crossing point Z in the non-linear processing means 2A. A high-frequency component can be generated in this
way by changing the amplification factor appropriately for each pixel or by changing the content of the processing
appropriately for each pixel. The non-linear processing means 2A has the effect of generating a high-frequency component
which is not included in intermediate image D1, that is, a high-frequency component corresponding to the high-frequency
region RH2 shown in FIG. 11(A).
[0070] FIG. 14(F) shows a signal representing the high-frequency component of the signal shown in FIG. 14(E), that
is, a signal corresponding to the image D2B output from the high-frequency component image generating means 2B.
In the vicinity of the zero-crossing point Z in image D2B, the local minimum value (negative peak) appears at coordinate
P1 and the local maximum value (positive peak) appears at coordinate P2, as shown in FIG. 14(F), matching the form
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of the high-frequency component extracted from the signal obtained by sampling the step edge at sampling interval S1,
shown in FIG. 12(C). This means that the high-frequency component generated in the non-linear processing means 2A
is extracted by the high-frequency component image generating means 2B and output as image D2B.
It could also be said that the extracted image D2B is a signal including a frequency component corresponding to the
sampling interval S1. In other words, the high-frequency component image generating means 2B has the effect of
extracting only the high-frequency component generated by the non-linear processing means 2A.
[0071] Adding means 2C combines horizontally processed image D1h and vertically processed image D1v, thereby
generating the combined intermediate image D1hv, combines horizontally processed image D2Bh and vertically proc-
essed image D2Bv, thereby generating the combined image D2Bhv, and generates image D2C by adding the combined
intermediate image D1hv and the combined image D2Bhv.
[0072] Image enhancement processing could be carried out at this point by adding the intermediate image D1 in FIG.
14(D) and image D2B in FIG. 14(F), which have been described above, to the input image DIN. Although this invention
does not directly add the first and second intermediate image D1 and image D2B to the input image DIN, the effects
that would be obtained by adding the first intermediate image D1 and image D2B will be described below; then the
effects of adding the intermediate image D2C obtained by processing the first intermediate image D1 and image D2B
in adding means 2C (in other words, the effect obtained by adding the combined first intermediate image D2hv and
combined image D2Bhv) will be described.
[0073] First, the effect of adding intermediate image D1 will be described. As described earlier, intermediate image
D1 is obtained by excluding the fold-over component from the high-frequency component of the input image DIN, and
corresponds to the high-frequency component near the Nyquist frequency of the original image DORG, as shown in
FIG. 10(E). The spectral intensity near the Nyquist frequency of the original image DORG is weakened by the enlargement
processing in the image enlarging means U1, as described with reference to FIG. 9(D). The spectral intensity weakened
by the enlargement processing can be made up for by adding intermediate image D1. Since the fold-over component
has been excluded from intermediate image D1, spurious signals such as overshoot, jaggies, and ringing are not en-
hanced.
[0074] Next the effect of adding intermediate image D2B will be described. As described above, image D2B is the
high-frequency component corresponding to sampling interval S1. Adding image D2B can accordingly supply a high-
frequency component in the band above the Nyquist frequency of the original image DORG, so the perceived image
resolution can be increased.
Accordingly, by adding intermediate image D1 and image D2B to the input image DIN, high-frequency components can
be added without enhancing the fold-over component, and the perceived image resolution can be improved.
[0075] If the horizontally processed image and vertically processed image are combined by simple addition, however,
the correction quantity is not constant but depends on the directions of edges included in the input image, causing
artifacts in the processed image.
[0076] FIGs. 15(A) to 15(E), FIGs. 16(A) to 16(E), and FIGs. 17(A) to 17(E) are schematic drawings illustrating the
causes of the above artifacts and the effects of adding means 2C. As the input image, the following cases, shown in
FIGs. 15(A), 16(A), and 17(A), will be considered.

(i) A horizontal edge is included (FIG. 15(A)).
(ii) A diagonal edge is included.
(iii) A vertical edge is included.

The intensities of pixel signals supplied sequentially from left to right in the horizontal direction (the signals (denoted
’DINh’) processed in the horizontal high-frequency component image generating means 1Ah) for these cases are indi-
cated in FIGs. 15(B), 16(B), and 17(B), respectively; the intensities of pixel signals supplied sequentially from top to
bottom in the vertical direction (the signals (denoted ’DINv’) processed in the vertical high-frequency component image
generating means 1Av) are indicated in FIGs. 15(C), 16(C), and 17(C), respectively.
If the horizontal components and vertical components of the edges in each of these cases are considered separately,
whereas step edges are formed by just one component, either the horizontal component or the vertical component, in
cases (i) and (iii), in case (ii) step edges are formed by both the horizontal and vertical components.
[0077] FIGs. 15(D), 16(D), and 17(D) indicate the signal intensities of the horizontal intermediate image D1h obtained
by horizontal processing of the input image (DINh) shown in FIGs. 15(B), 16(B), and 17(B); FIGs. 15(E), 16(E), and 17
(E) indicate the signal intensities of the vertical intermediate image D1v obtained by vertical processing of the input
image (DINv) shown in FIGs. 15(C), 16(C), and 17(C) .
[0078] The absolute values of the signal intensities of intermediate image D1 in the vicinity of the edge are large in
the horizontal component and zero in the vertical component in case (i), large in both the horizontal component and
vertical component in case (ii), and large in the vertical component and zero in the horizontal component in case (iii).
[0079] Accordingly, if image D1h and image D1v are simply added, the correction quantity is about twice as large for
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a diagonal edge as for horizontal and vertical edges. As a result, the correction intensity varies depending on the edge
direction, which causes problems such as large overshoot at diagonal edges.
[0080] In adding means 2C, therefore, images D1h and D1v are not simply added; they are added after being multiplied
by weighting coefficients corresponding to the edge direction. As described earlier, in adding means 2C, the edge
direction estimating means 511 provided in the weighting coefficient generating means 401 calculates differences (dH
- dV) between absolute values in images D1h and D1v. The difference (dH - dV) is a quantity corresponding to edge
direction, taking a comparatively large positive value in the vicinity of a horizontal edge, a value near 0 in the vicinity of
a diagonal edge, and a negative value with a comparatively large absolute value in the vicinity of a vertical edge.
[0081] As described above, the edge direction estimating means 511 estimates edge direction from these differences
(dH - dV), eliminating the need to provide another means, such as a two-dimensional filter, for detecting edge direction,
so an increase in circuit size can be prevented.
[0082] The weighting coefficient determining means 512 determines a horizontal component weighting coefficient
D512h and a vertical component weighting coefficient D512v according to the difference (dH - dV), from the relationships
shown in FIGs. 5(A) and 5(B).
Specifically, as the difference (dH - dV) increases, the weight of image D1h is increased while the weight of image D1v
is reduced. If the difference (dH - dV) has a negative value, however, then as its absolute value increases, the weight
of image D1h is increased while the weight of image D1v is reduced. As the difference (dH - dV) approaches 0, the
weights approach 1/2. In this way, an image enhancement correction can be carried out without impairing the effect
described above of improving the perceived image resolution and without causing prominent artifacts. Compared with
direct addition of images D1 and D2B, this correction can eliminate the problems of direct addition and produce an effect
similar to the effect, described earlier, that would be obtained by adding images D1 and D2B.
[0083] The method of determining the weighting coefficients in the weighting coefficient determining means 512 is not
limited to the relations shown in FIGs. 5(A) and 5(B); any relation, such as a relation defined by a smooth curve, for
example, may be used if it meets the above objective. Such a curve may also be approximated by a polyline. More
generally, it is only necessary for the horizontal component weighting coefficient to be determined from a characteristic
that increases monotonically with respect to the difference (dH - dV), the vertical component weighting coefficient to be
determined from a characteristic that decreases monotonically with respect to the difference (dH - dV), and the weighting
coefficients to satisfy a relationship in which the sum of the horizontal component weighting coefficient and the vertical
component weighting coefficient always remains constant.
[0084] Furthermore, although the edge direction estimating means 511 calculates the above difference (dH - dV) as
an edge direction estimation quantity D511, a quantity calculated by some other relational expression may be used, as
long as it is correlated with edge direction. In that case, the weighting coefficient determining means 512 should be
altered according to the edge direction estimation quantity D511 so that the above purposes are accomplished.
[0085] The description above has dealt with the addition of the horizontal component D1h and vertical component
D1v of intermediate image D1, but the same also applies to the addition of the horizontal component D2Bh and vertical
component D2Bv of intermediate image D2B. The example shown in FIG. 4 also uses the weighting coefficients D512h
and D512v determined in the weighting coefficient generating means 401 in adding the horizontal component D2Bh and
vertical component D2Bv of intermediate image D2B.
[0086] In adding means 3, image D2C is added as intermediate image D2 to the input image DIN. Accordingly, high-
frequency components are added to improve the perceived image resolution without increasing overshoot, jaggies, or
ringing due to fold-over components.
[0087] In addition, in the image processing apparatus in the invention, the intermediate image generating means 1
and the intermediate image processing means 2 perform image processing in the horizontal direction and the vertical
direction in parallel. Accordingly, the effects described above can be obtained not just in the horizontal or vertical direction
but in any direction.
[0088] Considered in the frequency domain, the image processing apparatus in this invention generates an image
D2B corresponding to high-frequency components near the Nyquist frequency �Fn of the input image DIN on the basis
of the components in the input image DIN near half the Nyquist frequency of the original image DORG, �Fn/2, (or in a
particular frequency band), in a frequency band from the origin to Fn. Even if the frequency components near the Nyquist
frequency �Fn have been lost in the input image DIN, accordingly, frequency components near the Nyquist frequency
�Fn can be supplied by image D2B.
[0089] The location used as the particular frequency band is not limited to the vicinity of �Fn/2. The frequency band
to be used can be changed by changing the frequency response of the high-frequency component image generating
means 1A and low-frequency component image generating means 1B appropriately.
[0090] In the description given above, image enlargement processing is indicated as an example in which frequency
components near the Nyquist frequency Fn are lost, but that is not the only cause of the loss of frequency components
near the Nyquist frequency Fn in the input image DIN; noise suppression and various other causes can also be considered.
Therefore, the use of the image processing apparatus of the invention is not limited to processing following image
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enlargement processing.

Second Embodiment

[0091] In the image processing apparatus according to the second embodiment, only the internal structure of adding
means 2C differs from the first embodiment; adding means 2C is structured so that the weighting coefficients used to
combine images D2Bh and D2Bv are determined from images D2Bh and D2Bv.
[0092] FIG. 18 shows an exemplary structure of the adding means 2C in the image processing apparatus according
to the second embodiment of the invention. The illustrated adding means 2C is generally the same as the adding means
2C in FIG. 4, but differs in that a weight output means 412 is added; the addition carried out in the horizontal-vertical
combining means 412 uses weighting coefficients D522h and D522v output from the weight output means 412.
[0093] As in FIG. 4, the weighting coefficient generating means (the first weighting coefficient generating means) 401
determines a weighting coefficient D512h for image D1h and a weighting coefficient D512v for image D1v from images
D1h and D1v.
The horizontal-vertical combining means (the first horizontal and vertical combining means) 411 performs weighted
addition of images D1h and D1v according to the weighting coefficients D512h and D512v obtained in the weighting
coefficient generating means 401 and obtains an image D1hv in which the horizontal components and vertical components
are combined.
Concurrent with the processing above, from images D2Bh and D2Bv, the weighting coefficient generating means (the
second weighting coefficient generating means) 402 determines a weighting coefficient D522h for image D2Bh and a
weighting coefficient D522v for image D2Bv. Weighting coefficients D522h and D522v can be determined in the way in
which weighting coefficients D512h and D5l2v are determined in weighting coefficient generating means 401, so as to
be related as shown in FiGs. 5(A) and 5(B), for example, (except that the horizontal axis indicates the difference (dH’ -
dV’) between an absolute value dH’ in image D2Bh and an absolute value dV’ in image D2Bv, and the vertical axis
indicates the weighting coefficients D522h and D522v). In this case, the relationships of D522h and D522v to dH’ - dV’
may be exactly the same as the relationships of D512h and D512v to dH - dV, or the relationships may differ from each
other.
The horizontal-vertical combining means (the second horizontal-vertical combining means) 412 performs weighted ad-
dition of images D2Bh and D2Bv according to the weighting coefficients D522h and D522v obtained by the weighting
coefficient generating means 402 and obtains an image D2Bhv in which the horizontal and vertical components are
combined.
The intermediate image adding means 42 adds images D1hv and D2Bhv and outputs image D2C.
[0094] The adding means 2C in the second embodiment has a structure in which the weighting coefficient generating
means 402 for determining weighting coefficients for images D2Bh and D2Bv is added to the structure of the adding
means 2C in the first embodiment shown in FIG. 4, and horizontal-vertical combining means 412 performs weighted
addition of images D2Bh and D2Bv by using the weighting coefficients obtained by weighting coefficient generating
means 402. The structure and operation of the weighting coefficient generating means 401, horizontal-vertical combining
means 411, and intermediate image adding means 42 are the same as in the first embodiment. Weighting coefficient
generating means 402 further includes an edge direction estimating means 521 and weighting coefficient determining
means 522 that operate similarly to the edge direction estimating means 511 and weighting coefficient determining
means 512 in weighting coefficient generating means 401.
[0095] The image processing apparatus according to the second embodiment of the invention has the same effects
as the image processing apparatus in the first embodiment of the invention. In addition, adding means 2C has an
additional weighting coefficient generating means 402 that can determine more appropriate coefficients for combining
the images D2Bh and D2Bv obtained through processing in the non-linear processing means 2A, improving the quality
of processed picture.

Third Embodiment

[0096] FIG. 19 is a flowchart illustrating an image processing method according to a third embodiment of the invention;
this image processing method includes an intermediate image generating step ST1, an intermediate image processing
step ST2, and an adding step ST3.
[0097] The intermediate image generating step ST1 includes, as shown in FIG. 20, a high-frequency component image
generating step ST1A and a low-frequency component image generating step ST1B.
[0098] The high-frequency component image generating step ST1A includes a horizontal high-frequency component
image generating step ST1Ah and a vertical high-frequency component image generating step ST1Av, and the low-
frequency component image generating step ST1B includes a horizontal low-frequency component image generating
step ST1Bh and a vertical low-frequency component image generating step ST1Bv.
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[0099] The intermediate image processing step ST2 includes, as shown in FIG. 21, a non-linear processing step ST2A,
a high-frequency component image generating step ST2B, and an adding step DT2C.
[0100] The non-linear processing step ST2A includes a horizontal non-linear processing step ST2Ah and a vertical
non-linear processing step ST2Av, and the high-frequency component image generating step ST2B includes a horizontal
high-frequency component passing step ST2Bh and a vertical high-frequency component passing step ST2Bv.
[0101] The horizontal nonlinear processing step ST2Ah includes, as shown in FIG. 22, a zero-crossing decision step
ST311h and a signal amplifying step ST312h, and the vertical nonlinear processing step ST2Av includes, as shown in
FIG. 23, a zero-crossing decision step ST311v and a signal amplifying step ST312v.
[0102] First the operation of the intermediate image generating step ST1 will be described with reference to the
flowchart in FIG. 20.
In high-frequency component image generating step ST1A, the following processing is performed on an input image
DIN input in an image input step, which is not shown.
First, in the horizontal high-frequency component image generating step STIAh, horizontal high-pass filter processing
is performed to generate an image D1Ah by extracting horizontal high-frequency components from the input image DIN.
In the vertical high-frequency component image generating step STlAv, vertical high-pass filter processing is performed
to generate an image D1Av by extracting vertical high-frequency components from the input image DIN.
In this way, high-frequency component image generating step ST1A generates an image D1A including image D1Ah
and image D1Av from the input image DIN. This operation is equivalent to the operation performed by the high-frequency
component image generating means 1A.
[0103] In the low-frequency component image generating step ST1B, the following processing is performed on image
D1A. In the horizontal low-frequency component image generating step ST1Bh, horizontal low-pass filter processing is
performed to generate an image D1Bh by extracting horizontal low-frequency components from image D1Ah.
In the vertical low-frequency component image generating step ST1Bv, vertical low-pass filter processing is performed
to generate an image D1Bv by extracting vertical low-frequency components from image D1Av.
In this way, the low-frequency component image generating step ST1B generates an image D1B including image D1Bh
and image D1Bv from image D1A. This operation is equivalent to the operation performed by the low-frequency com-
ponent image generating means 1B.
[0104] The intermediate image generating step ST1 operates as described above, using image D1Bh as an image
D1h, using image D1Bv as an image D1v, and outputting an intermediate image D1 including image D1h and image
D1v. These operations are equivalent to the operations performed by the intermediate image generating means 1.
[0105] Next, the operation of the intermediate image processing step ST2 will be described with reference to the
flowcharts in FIGs. 21 to 24.
In the non-linear processing step ST2A, the following processing is performed on intermediate image D1.
[0106] First, in the horizontal non-linear processing step ST2Ah, processing is performed according to the flowchart
in FIG. 22 to generate an image D2Ah from image D1h. The processing according to the flowchart shown in FIG. 22 is
as follows. The pixel values in image D1h are checked for changes in the horizontal direction in zero-crossing decision
step ST311h. A point where the pixel value changes from positive to negative or from negative to positive is identified
as a zero-crossing point, and the pixels to the left and right of the zero-crossing point are reported to signal amplifying
step ST312h. In signal amplifying step ST312h, the pixel values of the pixels reported as being to the left and right of
the zero-crossing point are amplified in image D1h, which is then output as image D2Ah. That is, image D2Ah is generated
in the non-linear processing step ST2Ah by performing on image D1h the same processing as performed in the horizontal
non-linear processing means 2Ah.
[0107] Next, in the vertical nonlinear processing step ST2Av, processing is performed according the flowchart in FIG.
23 to generate an image D2Av from image D1v. The processing according to the flowchart shown in FIG. 23 is as follows.
The pixel values in image D1v are checked for changes in the vertical direction in zero-crossing decision step ST311v.
A point where the pixel value changes from positive to negative or from negative to positive is identified as a zero-
crossing point, and the pixels immediately above and below the zero-crossing point are reported to signal amplifying
step ST312v. In signal amplifying step ST312v, the pixel values of the pixels reported as being immediately above and
below the zero-crossing point are amplified in image D1v, which is then output as image D2Av. That is, image D2Av is
generated in the non-linear processing step ST2Av by performing on image D1v the same processing as performed in
the vertical non-linear processing means 2Av.
[0108] The non-linear processing step ST2A operates as described above to generate an image D2A including images
D2Ah and D2Av. The above operations are equivalent to the operations performed by the non-linear processing means
2A.
[0109] Next, in high-frequency component image generating step ST2B, the following processing is performed on
image D2A.
First, an image D2Bh is generated by performing horizontal high-pass filter processing on image D2Ah in the horizontal
high-frequency component image generating step ST2Bh. The horizontal high-frequency component image generating
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step ST2Bh performs processing similar to that performed in the horizontal high-frequency component image generating
means 2Bh.
[0110] Next, an image D2Bv is generated by performing vertical high-pass filter processing on image D2Av in the
vertical high-frequency component image generating step ST2Bv. The vertical high-frequency component image gen-
erating step ST2Bv performs processing similar to that performed in the vertical high-frequency component image
generating means 2Bv.
[0111] High-frequency component image generating step ST2B operates as described above to generate an image
D2B including image D2Bh and image D2Bv, These operations are equivalent to the operations performed by the high-
frequency component image generating means 2B.
[0112] Next, in adding step ST2C, processing is performed according to the flowchart in FIG. 24 to generate an image
D2C by adding images D1h, D1v D2Bh, and D2Bv. The processing in adding step ST2C is as follows.
[0113] First, the weighting coefficient generating step ST401 determines a horizontal component weighting coefficient
D512h and a vertical component weighting coefficient D512v. The weighting coefficient generating step ST401 includes
an edge direction estimating step ST511 and a weighting coefficient determining step ST512 that operate equivalently
to the edge direction estimating means 511 and weighting coefficient determining means 512 in weighting coefficient
generating means 401.
[0114] Next, horizontal-vertical combining step ST411 generates an image Dlhv by performing weighted addition to
combine images D1h and D1v pixel by pixel, using the weighting coefficients D512h and D512v obtained in the weighting
coefficient generating step ST401. Horizontal-vertical combining step ST412 generates an image D2Bhv by similarly
performing weighted addition to combine images D2Bh and D2Bv pixel by pixel, using weighting coefficients D512h and
D512v.
[0115] Next, the intermediate image adding step ST42 adds images Dlhv and D2Bhv. Images Dlhv and D2Bhv may
be added by weighted addition.
By operating as described above, adding step ST2C operates equivalently to adding means 2C.
[0116] The intermediate image processing step ST2 operates as described above to output image D2C as intermediate
image D2. The operations performed are equivalent to the operation of the intermediate image processing means 2.
[0117] In adding step ST3, the input image DIN and intermediate image D2 are added together to generate the output
image DOUT. The output image DONUT is output as a final output image by the image processing method in this
invention. The operation performed in adding step ST3 is equivalent to the operation of adding means 3.
The image processing method in the third embodiment of the invention operates as described above.
[0118] As is clear from the description, the image processing method in the third embodiment of the invention and the
image processing apparatus in the first embodiment operate equivalently. Therefore, the image processing method in
the third embodiment has the same effects as the image processing apparatus in the first embodiment. If the image
processing method described above is carried out in the image processing apparatus U2 in the image display apparatus
shown in FIG. 6, for example, the image processed by the image processing method can be displayed by the monitor
U3 shown in FIG. 6.

Fourth Embodiment

[0119] The image processing method according to a fourth embodiment determines the weighting coefficients used
to combine images D2Bh and D2Bv in adding step ST2C in the image processing method in the third embodiment from
images D2Bh and D2Bv.
[0120]  FIG. 25 shows the flow of adding step ST2C in the image processing method according to the fourth embodiment
of the invention. First in a weighting coefficient generating step ST401, a weighting coefficient D512h for image D1h and
a weighting coefficient D512v for image D1v are determined from images D1h and D1v. The weighting coefficient
generating step ST401 includes an edge direction estimating step ST511 and a weighting coefficient decision step ST512
that operate equivalently to the edge direction estimating means 511 and weighting coefficient determining means 512
in the weighting coefficient generating means 401.
Next, horizontal-vertical combining step ST411 uses the weighting coefficients D512h and D512v determined in the
weighting coefficient generating step ST401 to perform weighted addition of images D1h and D1v, obtaining an image
D1h in which the horizontal component and vertical component are combined.
[0121] An additional weighting coefficient generating step ST402 determines a weighting coefficient D522h for image
D2Bh and a weighting coefficient D522v for image D2Bv from image D2Bh and image D2Bv. Weighting coefficient
generating step ST401 includes an edge direction estimating step ST521 and a weighting coefficient determining step
ST522 that operate equivalently to the edge direction estimating means 521 and weighting coefficient determining means
522 in the weighting coefficient generating means 402 in the second embodiment.
Next, horizontal-vertical combining step ST412 performs weighted addition of image D2Bh and image D2Bv according
to the weighting coefficients D522h and D522v obtained in weighting coefficient generating step ST402 to obtain an
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image D2Bhv in which the horizontal and vertical components are combined.
[0122] Next, an intermediate image adding step ST42 adds image D1hv and D2Bhv and outputs an image D2C.
[0123] By operating as described above, adding step ST2C operates equivalently to the adding means 2C in the
second embodiment. Furthermore, the image processing method in the fourth embodiment of the invention and the
image processing apparatus in the second embodiment of the invention operate equivalently. Accordingly, the image
processing method in the fourth embodiment has the same effects as the image processing apparatus in the second
embodiment. If the image processing method described above is implemented in the image processing apparatus U2
in the image display apparatus illustrated in FIG. 6, for example, an image processed by the image processing method
described above can be displayed on the monitor U3 shown in FIG. 6.

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE CHARACTERS

[0124] 1 intermediate image generating means, 1 A high-frequency component image generating means, 1B low-
frequency component image generating means, 2 intermediate image processing means, 2A non-linear processing
means, 2B high-frequency component image generating means, 2C adding means, 3 adding means, 401, 402 weighting
coefficient generating means, 411 first horizontal-vertical combining means, 412 second horizontal-vertical combining
means, DIN input image, D1 first intermediate image, 01h first horizontal intermediate image, D1v first vertical intermediate
image, D2 second intermediate image, D2Bh second horizontal intermediate image, D2Bv first vertical intermediate
image, DOUT output image.

Claims

1. An image processing apparatus comprising:

an intermediate image generating means for generating a first horizontal intermediate image by extracting a
horizontal component in a particular frequency band in an input image and a first vertical intermediate image
by extracting a vertical component in a particular frequency band in the input image;
an intermediate image processing means for generating a second intermediate image from the first horizontal
intermediate image and the first vertical intermediate image; and
a first adding means for adding the input image and the second intermediate image; wherein
the intermediate processing means includes
a horizontal non-linear processing means with processing content that varies from pixel to pixel in the first
horizontal intermediate image, and
a vertical non-linear processing means with processing content that varies from pixel to pixel in the first vertical
intermediate image; and wherein
the intermediate image processing means has
a second adding means for adding
the first horizontal intermediate image,
the first vertical intermediate image,
a second horizontal intermediate image obtained by processing an output of the horizontal non-linear processing
means, and
a second vertical intermediate image obtained by processing an output of the vertical non-linear processing
means, and
outputting a resulting sum as the second intermediate image; and wherein
the second adding means comprises at least one of
a first horizontal-vertical combining means for taking a weighted sum of the first horizontal intermediate image
and the first vertical intermediate image, and
a second horizontal-vertical combining means for taking a weighted sum of the second horizontal intermediate
image and the second vertical intermediate image.

2. The image processing apparatus of claim 1, wherein
the second adding means further comprises a first weighting coefficient generating means for determining a first
weighting coefficient from the first horizontal intermediate image and the first vertical intermediate image, and
at least one of the first horizontal-vertical combining means and the second horizontal-vertical combining means
uses the first weighting coefficient in taking the weighted sum.

3. The image processing apparatus of claim 2, wherein the first weighting coefficient generating means comprises:
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a first edge direction estimating means for determining an edge direction estimation quantity corresponding to
an edge direction in the input image from the first horizontal intermediate image and the first vertical intermediate
image; and
a first weighting coefficient determining means for determining the first weighting coefficient from the first edge
direction estimation quantity.

4. The image processing apparatus of claim 3, wherein the first edge direction estimating means outputs a difference
between absolute values of pixels in the first horizontal intermediate image and the first vertical intermediate image
as the first edge direction estimation quantity.

5. The image processing apparatus of claim 4, wherein the first weighting coefficient determining means:

determines a weighting coefficient for the first horizontal intermediate image from a characteristic that increases
monotonically with respect to the first edge direction estimation quantity; and
determines a weighting coefficient for the first vertical intermediate image from a characteristic that decreases
monotonically with respect to the first edge direction estimation quantity; and wherein
the sum of the weighting coefficient for the first horizontal intermediate image and the weighting coefficient for
the first vertical intermediate image satisfies a relationship of always remaining constant.

6. The image processing apparatus of any one of claims 2 to 5, wherein the second adding means further comprises:

a second weighting coefficient generating means for determining a second weighting coefficient based on the
second horizontal intermediate image and the second vertical intermediate image; and wherein
the first horizontal-vertical combining means uses the first weighting coefficient in taking the weighted sum, and
the second horizontal-vertical combining means uses the second weighting coefficient in taking the weighted
sum.

7. The image processing apparatus of claim 6, wherein the second weighting coefficient generating means comprises:

a second edge direction estimating means for determining an edge direction estimation quantity corresponding
to an edge direction in the input image, based on the second horizontal intermediate image and the second
vertical intermediate image; and
a second weighting coefficient determining means for determining the second weighting coefficient from the
second edge direction estimation quantity.

8. The image processing apparatus of claim 7, wherein the second edge direction estimating means outputs a difference
between absolute values of pixels in the second horizontal intermediate image and the second vertical intermediate
image.

9. The image processing apparatus of claim 8, wherein the second weighting coefficient determining means:

determines a weighting coefficient for the second horizontal intermediate image from a characteristic that in-
creases monotonically with respect to the second edge direction estimation quantity; and
determines a weighting coefficient for the second vertical intermediate image from a characteristic that decreases
monotonically with respect to the second edge direction estimation quantity; and wherein
the sum of the weighting coefficient for the second horizontal intermediate image and the weighting coefficient
for the second vertical intermediate image satisfies a relationship of always remaining constant.

10. The image processing apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the intermediate image generating means
comprises:

a first horizontal high-frequency component image generating means for generating a first horizontal high-
frequency component image by extracting a high-frequency component equal to or greater than a first prescribed
horizontal frequency by using pixels in a horizontal vicinity of each pixel in the input image;
a first vertical high-frequency component image generating means for generating a first vertical high-frequency
component image by extracting a high-frequency component equal to or greater than a first prescribed vertical
frequency by using pixels in a vertical vicinity of each pixel in the input image;
a first horizontal low-frequency component image generating means for generating the first horizontal interme-
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diate image by extracting only a low-frequency component equal to or less than a second prescribed horizontal
frequency in the first horizontal high-frequency component image; and
a first vertical low-frequency component image generating means for generating the first vertical intermediate
image by extracting only a low-frequency component equal to or less than a second prescribed vertical frequency
in the first vertical high-frequency component image.

11. The image processing apparatus of claim 10, wherein:

the horizontal non-linear processing means generates a horizontal non-linearly processed image in which each
pixel value in the first horizontal intermediate image is amplified by an amplification factor that varies according
to the pixel; and
the vertical non-linear processing means generates a vertical non-linearly processed image in which each pixel
value in the first vertical intermediate is amplified by an amplification factor that varies according to the pixel, and
the intermediate image processing means further includes
a second horizontal high-frequency component image generating means for generating the second horizontal
high-frequency component image by extracting only a high-frequency component equal to or greater than a
third prescribed horizontal frequency by using pixels in the horizontal vicinity of each pixel in the horizontal non-
linearly processed image, and
a second vertical high-frequency component image generating means for generating the second vertical high-
frequency component image by extracting only a high-frequency component equal to or higher than a third
prescribed vertical frequency by using pixels in the vertical vicinity of each pixel in the input image.

12. The image processing apparatus of claim 11, wherein:

the horizontal non-linear processing means includes
a horizontal zero-crossing point decision means for identifying a point where the pixel value in the first horizontal
intermediate image changes from positive to negative or from negative to positive as a zero-crossing point, and
a horizontal signal amplifying means that determines an amplification factor for each pixel in the first horizontal
intermediate image in accordance with the identification made by the horizontal zero-crossing point decision
means; and
the vertical non-linear processing means includes
a vertical zero-crossing point decision means for identifying a point where the pixel value in the first vertical
intermediate image changes from positive to negative or from negative to positive as a zero-crossing point, and
a vertical signal amplifying means that determines an amplification factor for each pixel in the first vertical
intermediate image in accordance with the identification made by the vertical zero-crossing point decision means.

13. An image display apparatus comprising the image processing apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 12.

14. An image processing method comprising:

an intermediate image generating step of generating a first horizontal intermediate image by extracting a hori-
zontal component in a particular frequency band in an input image and a first vertical intermediate image by
extracting a vertical component in a particular frequency band in the input image;
an intermediate image processing step of generating a second intermediate image from the first horizontal
intermediate image and the first vertical intermediate image; and
a first adding step of adding the input image and the second intermediate image; wherein
the intermediate processing step includes
a horizontal non-linear processing step with processing content that varies from pixel to pixel in the first horizontal
intermediate image, and
a vertical non-linear processing step with processing content that varies from pixel to pixel in the first vertical
intermediate image; and wherein
the intermediate image processing step has a second adding step of adding
the first horizontal intermediate image,
the first vertical intermediate image,
a second horizontal intermediate image obtained by processing an output of the horizontal non-linear processing
step, and
a second vertical intermediate image obtained by processing an output of the vertical non-linear processing
step, and
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outputting a resulting sum as the second intermediate image; and wherein
the second adding step includes at least one of
a first horizontal-vertical combining step of taking a weighted sum of the first horizontal intermediate image and
the first vertical intermediate image, and
a second horizontal-vertical combining step of taking a weighted sum of the second horizontal intermediate
image and the second vertical intermediate image.

15. An image display apparatus for displaying an image processed by the image processing method of claim 14.
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